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 Monday 16 November 
11.00 - 11.15 Welcome and Introduction 

Hoxton Hotel  
11.30 - 13.00 TouchCast presentation and technology showcase, with live demos and 

product creation in their green room 
TouchCast has put a TV studio inside an app and the web inside video. 
It treats HD video as the canvas for the web. Anything from the web, as well as other video, 
pictures and documents, can live inside HD video - and these TouchCasts can be easily 
created using just an iPad or your desktop. 

Paul Field, CEO Europe 
13.00 - 14.00 Lunch 
14.30 - 15.30 Unruly 

The first mobile video exchange to guarantee the viewability of premium video impressions 
bought via Real Time Bidding (RTB). With comScore reporting that fewer than half of all 
video ads are actually seen by users, UnrulyX is the first supply-side platform (SSP) for 
mobile video to offer scaled delivery of native ad formats and guarantee the viewability of 
premium video impressions bought via RTB. 
 
UnrulyX allows integration directly with premium publishers in order to dynamically inject 
native video ads into newsfeeds and content streams. The connection of UnrulyX to leading 
DSPs means that Unruly’s viewable video inventory can be bought programmatically by all 
major agency trading desks. 

Daniel Bernardo, Creative Director 
16.00 - 18.00 Quick Fire Session  

Hear from the following companies in a  Quick Fire Session, with time for 
questions afterwards: 
Adavow 
Adavow is an AdTech startup solving one of the biggest issues in online advertising -- how 
to reduce the number of 'wasted' ads generated by remarketing to consumers who have 
already converted.  Our cloud-based platform significantly reduces the number of ads 
served to consumers who have already purchased a product or have purchased a similar 
product from a competitor -- without sharing personal information or detailed customer 
records – delivering improved ROI for ad networks and their advertisers. The Adavow RTV™ 
API is platform and content agnostic, meaning it makes no difference whether it’s a display 
ad, targeted website content, or a voiceover for a video that’s delivered via the web, on a 
mobile, or using some future technology like in-store iBeacons. 

David M Brown, Founder & Chief Executive 
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Email Switchboard 
Email Switchboard is focused on consumer facing email advertising. Its aim is to bring 
transparency back to the email market and prevent brands from committing market 
overkill.  
 
The platform allow publishers with email lists the ability to earn more from their data in a 
transparent environment without the worry their data will be abused. Publishers will be 
paid per thousand emails delivered and can placed controls on what types of offers are 
sent to their data and how frequently.  At the same time the advertiser gets easier access 
to email data, across multiple publishers and is given the transparency that is lacking in the 
current market. 

Suzanna Chaplin, Commercial Director 
 
Adoreboard  
Adoreboard’s technology is leading the way in the next generation of social analytics by 
understanding over 20 different emotions expressed by people online and connecting this 
to undelaying behaviours and motivations of consumers. The technology provides a suite of 
tools to empower marketers and data scientists to analyse data in real-time from over 
60,000 different online media sources and social network platforms but also to analyse 
private data be it surveys or customer comments. 

Chris Johnston, Founder & CEO 
19:00 Welcome Dinner  

 
 
 

  
 Tuesday 17 November 

9.30 - 11.00 Outbrain 
Outbrain is a content recommendation platform whose content marketing module offers to 
help publishers increase web traffic by presenting them with relevant website links. It 
provides recommendations for several media types, including online, video, and mobile. 

Alex Cheeseman, Head of Strategy - Brands & Agencies 
Simon Edelstyn, Managing Director Europe 

11.30 - 12.30 Adludio  
Adludio are redefining mobile advertising with a unique approach called ‘Sensory Ad 
Science’, a mobile-first technique that is making brands 10 times more memorable. 
 
By taking the best of learning science and combining it with data science, Adludio delivers 
compelling, effective and memorable brand advertising that works across all connected 
devices. They partner with global publishers to seek out those special moments where 
people are most open to engaging with brands, creating better brand experiences that 
users participate in and enjoy. 

Howard Kingston, Co-founder 
12:30 – 13:00 Lunch 
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13.00 - 14.00 OnScroll 
Today, ad pricing is based on perceived value, ad positioning on legacy assumptions and 
campaigns evaluated on broken attribution models. As we progress towards the age of 
programmatic trading, we need to evolve the metrics used in media decision making. 
OnScroll is leading this movement and is developing the future’s currencies of evaluation. 
Everything we build has the same core aim – to increase the overall quality and 
effectiveness of online ads. 

Andy Evans, Co-Founder 
14.30 - 16.00 Quick Fire Session  

Hear from the following companies in a  Quick Fire Session, with time for 
questions afterwards: 
WhichIt 
Whichit drives up sales by putting brands in front of a highly targeted audience in a playful 
choice selection app. 
 
How does Whichit work? Users can share up to four images in one go, inviting the Whichit 
community to vote for their favourite. They are therefore able to receive effective 
validation for their choices. In the process, brands can crowdsource valuable feedback 
about their products. Users are able to navigate directly from Whichit images to brand 
sites, creating a simple buying journey. Additionally, brands can capitalise on voting trends 
with targeted, real time offers. 

Jonathan Gan, Founder & CEO 
 
OpenR 
Openr is a disruptive online marketing tool that lets you add relevant promotional 
messages onto all the content that you share, making that content sharing get the action 
you want - whether it’s traffic, email subscriptions or subscriptions to paid content. 

Christina Richardson, Co-founder 
 
Sliide 
Sliide is a new app available on Android phones that uses the lock screen to give users a 
personalised story feed when they wake up their device. Each user can define their interest 
areas when they register for the app, and from that Sliide takes theses interests, time of 
day, and location to display the most relevant stories, local offers, flash sales, and events to 
them - through beautiful images and bold headlines! For media owners this means that 
you can get stories and offers out there as soon as it happens. The user they can go back 
and also re-read content at a later time in the Discoveries section of the app. Users are 
attracted to the app as they are able to earn money from reading and sharing content. 

Corbyn Munnik 
16.00 - 17.00 Enreach 

Enreach technology helps publishers turn audience data into profit. It provides solutions for 
advertising (targeting and reporting analytics) and editorial optimisation.  
 
Enreach provides audience data through a combination of two primary techniques. They 
place a script on our customers’ pages and use semantic analytic techniques to profile 
audiences based on their interests as defined by the content they have read. They analyse 
the detailed content of pages consumed – not simply the URL’s. 
The second source comes from a bespoke survey of each publisher’s audience run either on 
the site, or externally using a panel management partner.  
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Enreach uses data fusion techniques and where possible cookie matching to merge the two 
data sources. Publishers thus receive profiles based on interests, demographics, product 
data (if selected) or any cross-analyses of these. 

Brian Jacobs, Founder Director 
18.00 +  
 

Networking in London 

  
 
 

 Wednesday 18 November 
9.30 - 10.30 Lancelot Media London  

RoundTable is an integrated Mobile Ad solution built on a Demand Side Platform (DSP). 
Lancelot Media London’s RoundTable technology leverages your assets and integrates 
delivery, protecting user data and the results it generates. 
 
Through its proprietary automation software it makes data usable and actionable resulting 
in increased yield and reduced inventory wastage. In addition the solution ensures a 
smooth and relevant journey for your mobile users. 

Richard Parboo, Founder 
11.00 - 12.00 Sharethough 

In a world where banner ads are fading and user experience is paramount, native ads have 
emerged as the most effective advertising form to engage with users across devices. With 
Sharethrough for Publishers, publishers can manage their entire native ad strategy, from 
direct sale prospecting and execution to yield management and network optimisation. 

Chris Quigley, Managing Director 
12.30 - 13.30 AppMojo 

AppMojo is an ad-tech platform for optimising in-app advertising, helping publishers to 
maximise mobile ad revenues while preserving user experience. It is an empirical tool for 
discovering a mobile property’s optimal advertising mix in order to achieve the highest 
long-term revenues. No two apps are the same and what works best for one app may not 
hold true for another.  
 
AppMojo enables publishers to experiment with different ad formats, 
frequencies, placements, refresh rates and numerous other variables that all have an 
impact on performance.  

Bob Gallagher, Managing Director 
13.30 - 14.30 Lunch and event close delivered by Katie and FIPP 

 

15:00 Close of Tour  

 
*Programme is subject to alterations 


